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Thursday,  

September 13

09.30-10.00 
10.00-10.05 
10.05-10.30 
10.30-11.25 
11.25.-11.50 

11.50-12.20 

12.20-12.35 
12.35-13.20 
13.20-13.45 

13.45-14.45 

14.45-14.55 
14.55-15.30 
15.30-15.45 
15.45-15.55 

16.55-16.25 

16.25-16.35 
16.35-16.50 
16.50-17.15 
17.15-17.40 

PROGRAMME

Official opening of the Festival 
On the Beach, Russia 
Anja & Anton: The Barrels in the Lake, Germany 
Aliens - Stowaways of the Deep, Finland 
Between Lake and Sea, Russia 

Break

Pontos - Black Black Sea, Georgia 
The Way to the Sea, Brazil 
The Peppercorns: Caustic Cans, Germany 

Break

Terminal: Paradise, Germany 
Elmer and the Flower Boat, Norway 
Russian Baltic, Russia 
Close to the Soil, Sweden 

Break

An Endless Store, Croatia 
Overture, Russia 
Country Water, France 
Before the Flood - The Last Couple in Vuotos, Finland 



Friday,  

September 14 

09.30-09.40 

09.40-09.50 
09.50-10.05 
10.05-11.00 
11.00-11.25 

11.25-11.55 

11.55-12.00 
12.00-12.30 
12.30-12.45 

12.45-13.45 

13.45-14.05 
14.05-14.15 
14.15-14.30 

14.30-15.00 

15.00-15.25 
15.25-15.55 
15.55-16.05 

16.05-16.35 

16.35-17.30 

Saturday,  

September 15 

09.30-09.40 

09.40-10.00 
10.00-10.45 
11.45-11.00 
11.00-11.45 

11.45-12.15 

Introduction to the Programme of the Day 

Music for an Owl, The Netherlands 
Under the Canopy of the Southern Taiga, Russia 
Paradise in a City, Finland 
Lake Baikal's Living Shield, Russia 

Break

Destiny, Russia 
Roof on the Moonway, Latvia 
Kuronian Spit, Russia 

Break

The Forest in Our Heart, Sweden 
Voice of Fire and Water, Russia 
Black Vulture, Russia 

Break

Team SOS: The Trail of Takitaki, France 
Last Hope: Environmental Clinic, Germany 
Best in Beef, The Netherlands

Break

The Miraculous Poison (History of DDT), Denmark 

Introduction to the Programme of the Day 

Recollections of Uglerodik, Russia 
Power of the Sun - Biomass as a Source of Energy, Germany 
Allocation, The Netherlands 
The Climate Forum, France 

Break



12.15-12.25 
12.25-12.40 
12.40-13.00 
13.00-13.45 

13.450-14.45 

14.45-14.50 
14.50-15.35 
15.35-16.05 

16.05-16.35 

16.35-16.40 
16.40-17.25 
17.25-17.40 

Sunday,  

September 16 

09.30-09.40 

09.40-09.50 
09.50-11.25 
11.25-12.20 

12.20-12.50 

12.50-13.05 
13.05-13.35 
13.35-14.30 
14.30-15.00 

14.30-16.00 

16.30-17.30 

Stations, Germany 
Kulibin from Paris, Russia 
The Effect of Acidification, The Netherlands
Forbidden Wilderness, Germany 

Break

Breathless, India 
The Substance for the Future - Energy from Hydrogen, Germany
Chemicals under the Sun, Denmark 

Break

Let Me Live, India 
Gold Accident, Kyrgizstan 
Save and Deliver!, Uzbekistan 

Introduction to the Programme of the Day 

Primavera, Estonia 
Tommy and the Wildcat, Finland 
Baltic Secrets: The Invisible Wolf, UK 

Break

Rescuing Animals Around The World, UK 
The Cook-A-Doodle-Doo Farm, Brazil 
Baltic Secrets: Return of the Beaver, UK 
The Secret Land of Pinezhye 

Break

Prize Award Ceremony 
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10.00-10.05 
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10.30-11.25 
11.25.-11.50 
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14.45-14.55 
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09.30-09.40 

09.40-09.50 
09.50-10.05 
10.05-11.00 
11.00-11250 

11.25-11.55 

11.55-12.00 
12.00-12.30 
12.30-12.45 

12.45-13.45 

13.45-14.05 
14.05-14.15 
14.15-14.30 

14.30-15.00 

15.00-15.25 
15.25-15.55 
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12.15-12.25 
12.25-12.40 
12.40-13.00 
13.00-13.45 

13.45-14.45 

14.45-14.50 
14.50-15.35 
15.35-16.05 

16.05-16.30 

16.35-16.40 
16.40-17.25 
17.25-17.40 
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13.35-14.30 
14.30-15.00 
14.30-16.00 
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INTERNATIONAL JURY 
OF THE FESTIVAL 

 " "

-
-

Honorary Chairman of the Jury 

Rafael M. Galimzianov 

- Head of the Department for Nature 
Resources of the North-West Region, 
Ministry for Nature Resources of 
Russia

/Karina Juchelka 

( /Germany)

 1958 .

« ».
1990 
« »

. ,

.

« »

.

- -
.

Born in 1958. Graduated from Albert 
Ludwig University in Freiburg, 
Germany with Magister Degree in 
Slavic languages and philosophy. Since 
1990 has been working as expert in 
Ökomedia Institute. Major 
responsibilities are cooperation with 
Eastern Europe and films for children. 
Coordinates projects in evironmental 
films. In the framework of an annual 
International Festival ÖKOMEDIA is 
responsible for East European ad 
children’s film programmes. 
Contributed a lot of personal efforts and 
energy in the development of a network 
of environmental and media experts 
from Eastern Europe.  

/Galina 

Mikhailova ( /Russia) 

 1952 .

.
 1984 

 " ".
 20 -

,

.
 "

"
 « »

( ).

- .

Born in 1952. Graduated from the 
Geography Department of St. 



Petersburg State University and later 
from the Russian State Institute of 
Cinematography in Moscow. Since 
1984 has been working as film-director 
at the film studio "Lennauchfilm" 
(popular science films). Made over 20 
documentaries and popular science 
films, mainly about nature and 
environmental issues. Her film 
"Kolokola Sukhony" (Bells of 
Sukhona) was awarded a special 
diploma of the Ökomedia Festival in 
Germany. Now she is producing a film 
on environmental problems in St. 
Petersburg 

/Natalia Malleus 

( /Estonia) 

 1954 .

,

.
-

. ,

,
, ,

,
.  2001 

 "

".

Was born in1954. After finishing 
Tallinn Technical University and TV-

journalism courses in Moscow and 
BBC she is working at Estonian TV as 
an editor and producer. Her weekly 
one-hour talk show in form of live 
discussion by teenagers on different 
kinds of problems got the award of 
Open Estonia Foundation. Besides she 
produced several video and TV 
programs tackling the problems of 
minorities, education, economics, 
agriculture, freedom of movement in 
the EU, NGOs in Estonia etc. In 2001 
she was awarded “The Best Journalist 
in Russian Department of Estonian 
Television” 

/Elena 

Vladimirova ( /Sweden)

 1976 . .

-

,

. ,

,

.

Born in 1976. She is working for 
Wildlife Europe, the international 
European nature film festival in 
Sweden, organised by six European 
television companies as assistant 



festival director. She graduated from
the Academy of Culture in St. 
Petersburg, faculty of sociology,
worked as an interpreter for the
Community of Sundsvall.
She believes that environmentally
protective co-operation of the countries
around Baltic Sea and Russia is 
sufficient for the future of the region,
and nature film festivals contribute to a 
growing awareness of the ecological
problems among people of these
countries.

/Thursday,
13.09.2001

13.09

On the Beach

/Russia, 2000, 2,5'

/Director: Kondrashova Lidia 
/Production: Environmental

education resource centre
/contact: +7 (4232) 428 018 

Liliko@mail.primorye.ry

,
.

 - 
.

People are actively use the beaches, but
very few of them think of how small are 
these unique areas. The pollution of 

beaches by tourist is the topic of the 
film.

10.05-
10.30

:10.00-
10.05

Anja & Anton: The 
Barrels in the Lake

/Germany, 1998, 24' 

/Director: Karl-Heinz Kaefer
/Production: ZDF, Studio-

TV-Film GmbH
/contact:+49 (6131) 702 310

,
. , ,

.
- .

.

. ,
.
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Anja and Anton are finally starting on
their canoeing tour, which they had
planned, long ago. The sun is shining,
the fish are jumping and Anton is happy
to show Anja the art of paddling. All of 
a sudden the boat has hit an object: The
canoeists discover several barrels on the
bottom of the lake. Anton calls the
police and experts from the water 
department. He is upset. Anja, however,
cannot understand the excitement and 
wants to move on. But when Anton tells
her about the connection between the
water in the lake and the groundwater,
her curiosity is roused. They take a 
water sample to the water works. Anja
is determined to catch the polluters.

Aliens - Stowaways of the 
Deep

/Finland, 1999, 52' 

/Director: Ismo Tuormaa
/Production: YLE

/contact: +358 9 14 801

Sales@yle.fi

,
.

,
, .

 " "

,
.

It is a documentary about one of the
most important - but also one of the
least discussed environmental problems
in the world. It is the transfer of alien 
water organisms from one continent to
another in ships' ballast water or
attached to the hulls of ships. New 
species also move from one place to 
another via canals.
Underwater aliens are threatening the
marine ecosystems of the world and
causing huge economic losses.

10.30-
11.25

11.25-
11.50

Between Lake and Sea

/Russia 2000, 22' 

/Director: Gennady Shabarin
/Production: Information

Agency "Sustainable Development"
/contact +7 (812)373-24-21

shabarin@iaur.spb.org

,



.

,
,

,
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Karelian Isthmus is transformed from
the recreational area with children's
camps to the industrial corridor for
transportation of dangerous goods. The
Baltic Pipeline system is the main
concern. It should cross the isthmus
which create the threat of destruction of 
fragile ecosystem of Karelian Isthmus

-

Pontos-Black Black Sea 

/Georgia 2001, 14,5' 

/Director: Nodar Begiashvili
/Production: Association

Studio "Televisiri" 
/contact  995 77 46 61 08 

Nodarbeg@hotmail.com

,
.

,
.

This is an animated film produced by
means of animated of children's
drawings. It shows imagination of 
children after first meeting with a sea, 
their view of environmental problems
of Black sea 

12.20-
12.35

12.35-
13.20

The Way to the Sea 

/Brazil, 1998, 45' 

/Director: Cleston Teixeira
/Production: TV

Cultura/Sao Paulo Casa da
Producao

/contact: +55 11 3874.3011
teresa@tvcultura.com.br
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"The way to the sea" is the first episode
of the series "See the sea" of five
episodes that deals with the ecosystem
of the sea and the rivers.
It has been shot during 3 months along
the Brazilian coast. This episode
explains the origin and composition of
the sea water and all the phenomena
resulting from the interrelation between
the rivers and the sea: the estuaries, 
corals, Maine sediments, etc. 

:

The Peppercorns: 
Caustic Cans

/Germany, 2000, 26,5' 

/Director: Klaus Wirbitzky
/Production: Studio 

Hamburg Produktion on behalf of NDR 
/contact:+49 (40) 41 565 141 

a.paetow@ndr.de

.
,

,
.

-
.

,
, .
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,
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.
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13.20-
13.45

Fiete is more than disappointed. His
father wanted to go to a soccer game
with him but doesn't keep his promise.
Only, because his friend Lausen has, as 
always, problems.



Meanwhile, Vivi is fishing an oil-can
out of the river. The label on it indicates
that Lausen, the business associate of 
Fietes father, is the owner. Vivi is 
already looking forward to the reward.
But when Cem, from sheer curiosity, 
opens the can, a terrible smell comes
out. Cem knows immediately: That is
no oil, but sulphuric acid, which is
thrown in the river Elbe illegally. Fiete 
sneaks on board of a launch to cast the
polluter with a video camera. Finally
Fiete can prove to his father that Lausen
is not such a good friend after all. 

:
Terminal: Paradies 

/Germany, 2000, 7' 

/Director: Jan Thuering
/Production: Filmakademie

Baden-Wurttemberg
/contact: +49 7141 969 103 

eva.steegmayer@filmakademie.de

:
, ,

.

.
.

The small colony of rats is not doing
particularly well on its native damp.
Nothing, to eat, nothing to drink and
nothing but garbage all the way to the
horizon. Life goes on as usual until one
day a rat finds a postcard with a 
particular picture on it. From then
onwards, nothing is the same as it used
to be.

14.55-

15.30
14.45-
14.55

Elmer and the Flower 
Boat

/ Norway, 1999,35'

/Director: Oyvind Sandberg 
/Production: Oy-Film

/contact: +47 22 47 45 97 

torils@nfi.no
,

.

, .
: ,
,

.

,
. ,

.

Elmer Dyroy lives in Oslo, but when
January arrives, he becomes restless. He



takes his backpack and travels to the
island on the west coast where he grew 
up. The island is deserted; there are no 
other people, no roads or a wharf. Once
there, he cultivates colourful flowers 
that come into high demand. A portrait
of a person with a lifestyle a little
different from most of ours.

Russian Baltic 
/Russia 2001, 13,5'

/Director: Irina Mikhaltchenko
/Production: Baltic Media

Holding
/contact :+7 (812) 936 9571 

e-mail: irochka_1@mailru.com

10
,

.  – 
,

. . .
« »

 «

».
, ,

.

Ten years have passed since the
collapse of the USSR. The Russian-
speaking people in Baltic States felt it
mostly sharp. Some people left the
region, some of them decided to stay.
The future of Russian-speaking people
in Baltic States is the main topic of the
whole documentary series. It is aimed
to analyze the political conflicts,
economical, historical and cultural links
as well as the social situation in the
States.

15.45-
15.5515.30-

15.45

Close to the Soil

/Sweden, 2000, 10' 

/Director: China Ahlander
/Production: China

Ahlander
/contact:+46 46 12021 30

Chinesiska@passagen.se

. "
, ,

,
 - 

",- .



The farmer Thure Andersson has
always ploughed his land with his
horses and has never been
interested in buying a tractor. "To 
be close to the soil, to sense her
fragrance, to feel the way it smells,
to walk behind the horses -these
are pleasant things", says Thure.

An Endless story 
/Croatia, 1999, 8'

/Director: Darko Bucan
/Production: ZAGREB 

FILM
/contact:+385 1 4666 441

zagreb-film@zg.tel.hr

-

, ,
…

In half-real world of scrap-iron rubbish
one industrial Robot stops the work and
starts to play without knowing where
this game will take him...

16.35-
16.50

Overture

/Russia, 2000, 16'

16.25-

16.35

/Director: Roman Rosenblit
/Production: Rostov Film

Studio
/contact: +7 8632 674 350 

,

.

: -

,
.

16.50-
17.15



Country Water 

/France, 2000, 27,5'

/Director: Philippe Maurel
/Production: Spele-H2O

/contact: 33 04 94 24 8806 
rockyspele@aol.com

,

.
.

.
 - .

.

.

.

.

Toulon city was born on a gulf, which
is considered to be one of the most
beautiful in Europe. It was named after
TELO - a Celtic goddess of water. 
Water in Provence is a rare treasure. It
lies hidden under the ground. And
people on this land are lacking it 

terribly. In this part of the country water
is their treasure of known unknown.
The team of local speleologists tries to 
explore the situation. We follow a 
travelling of a drop of water. It's whole
cycle until its encountering with great 
blue sea. 
It is an opportunity to resume water
protection problems and more generally
the environmental problems.

17.15-
17.40

 - 

Before the Flood - The 
Last Couple in Vuotos

/Finland, 2000, 28' 

/Director: Mika Ronkainen
/Production: Filmpool Nord 

/contact:+358 40 704 7440 

,
 50- ,

,  150
, .

.
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When Veikko and Impi Schroderus
built a house in Pelkosenniemi the
beginning of 1950's, the company.
Kemijoki Oy, started harnessing the
rivers of Finnish Lapland. When the
company presented its plan to build the
Vuotos reservoir, the area to be 
drowned was inhibited by 150 people
including Veikko and Impi. Now they
are alone. The fight over reservoir has
lasted over 40 years. In 1982 the
government decided that the reservoir
wouldn't be built, but the company
didn't give up. A decade later a new
government decided that the company
could apply Water Court for the
permission to build the reservoir and
the fight was on again. Despite the long
fight Veikko and Impi haven't given up
hope. They still love their home.

/Friday
14.09.2001

Music for an Owl 

/The Netherlands, 1999, 12' 

/Director: Ties Poeth
/Production: Cinema Avant 

/contact: + 31 76 521 93 24 

.

.

,
.

.

An animated film in which, during the
four seasons, a striking picture of the
animal life in an old Gothic church is 
sketched.09.40-

09.50 The church, which is old and decaying, 
is gradually being restored throughout
the film.
As the restoration progresses, the
seasons pass and the animal life in and 
around the church changes. Central to 
the film is the story of an owl and her
two young living in the church. At the
closing of the film the restored church
is opened festively.



Under the Canopy of 
Southern Taiga 

/Russia, 2001, 15'

/Director:Tatjana Orlovskaya
/Production: Ros-Film-

Transit
/contact: +7 812 114 33 34 

: ,
,

.

,

.

09.50-
10.05

10.05-
11.00

Paradise in a City 

/Finland, 2000, 55' 

/Director: Kari Soveri
/Production: Yleisradio Oy

/contact: +358 9 14 801
sales@yle.fi

. ,
,

,



The large nature reservation in the
centre of Helsinki provides a breathing
space for many city dwellers, whoo
frequent the place time and again to 
counterbalance everyday city life. The
cove, surrounded by the harbour, the
suburbs, and industry, forms an urban
nature that few cities the size of
Helsinki have. The film follows what
kinds of experiences this area has
provided and provides today, how its
nature has changed, how the. animals
have adapted to city life, how the
symbiosis between man and nature
works in an urbanised environment.

Lake Baikal's Living 
Shield

/Russia, 23', 2001

/Director: Nadezda Pavlenko
/Production: VGKRT Chita 

/contact:+7 (3022) 23 1729 

, ,

.
,

.

,
,

,
,

" " .

Transbaikalia is a living shield of 
Baikal lake, that is why two biosphere
reserves were organized here. Its
austere and pristine beauty will make
obvious of time and human endeavors
for the step back before the majestic
power of the lake's shining eternity.
Yet, Baikal does not intimidate, no does
it keep its God-given splendor to itself 
but share it generously characteristic
being of Seberia large.

11.00-
11.25

11.55-
12.00

Destiny

/Russia 2001, 1,5'

/Director: Eygeny Usov
/Production: Greenpeace 

/contact:+7 095 257 41 16

 " ".

The hard life of a little Russell during
the "mushrooms hunting season".



Roof on the Moonway 

/Latvia 2001, 29,5'

/Director: Maris Maskalans,
Andis Miziss

/Production: Vides Filmu
Studija

/contact:+371 750 3588
Vfs@vfs.apollo.lv

 1980-

 - .

.

,

.

,
 - 

.
12.00-

12.30 At the beginning of 1980's two hundred
pairs of Common Terns (Sterna
Hirundo) were forced to abandon their 
last natural nesting place on a river
island near a major European capital 
Riga. Looking for a new habitat, the
birds chose the flat roof of a brick
island - a printing house - in the middle
of the city. The first generation of birds
to grow up on this roof and fly to
Southern Africa every winter have
covered the distance from the Earth to
the Moon. During the film various
human attitudes towards the terns will 
emerge. The attitude of the birds is 
clear - they view thing form above

12.30-
12.45

Couronian Spit 

/Russia 1999, 15' 

/Director: Michael Zitko
/Production: NTV 

/contact:+7 095 217 8102
Sreda@ntv.ru

 - 

 - ,
 100 ,

- -

.
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Couronian Spit is the unique creature of 
the sea and winds. It is a narrow ledge 
of the land, which is expanded for 100
km from northeast to southwest, and it 
is splitting the Couronian Bay from the
Baltic Sea. The history of the area and 
its environmental problems are 
discussed in the film.

The Forest in Our Heart 

/Sweden 2001, 20' 

/Director: Creave 
/Production: National

Forestry Board
/contact:+46 13 203 807

Marja.gustafsson@svsog.svo.se

 - .
,

.
, ,

.
 - 

,
,

.  - ,

,

,
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The forest is made up of many values.
From here we obtain timber for the
industry and wood for heating. The
timber is then used in furniture, houses,
paper and many other things. The forest
is also the home of countless plants and 
animals in fascinating and complicated
interactions - many of them being of
direct benefit to the human race. The
forest also functions as a medium
whereby culture and history are
preserved, as well as being a source of
inspiration and relaxation. This is where
we can collect berries, hunt or simply
stroll around.

13.45-
14.05

Forestry today implies responsible
utilisation, where profitable production
is linked with the forest's different
environmental values.



Voice of Fire and Water 

/Russia 2001, 10' 

/Director: Lubov Burina
/Production: Low-Volga 

film studio 
/contact:+7 8452 262 282 

 - 

,
 - ,

, .

There are two main environmental
problems in Low-Volga region. They
are the extinguishing of forest fires and
improvement of water quality in local
water bodies: rivers, lakes, and ponds.

Black Vulture 

/Russia, 2000, 14'

/Director: Anatoly Petrov
/Production: Anatoly

Petrov
/contact: +7 (4232) 213 102 

Tolya@online.vladivostok.ru

.
.

. ?
14.05-
14.15

,
 « ».

?

Ussury Territory of Southern Primorje.
Every year in autumn black vultures
come to the beaches of the Japanese
sea? Why do they do it? What attracts 
them? Last years the birds are suffering
a lot during wintertime because of 
hunger and shooting for fun. Will our
descendants ever see them again in the
sky of Primorje?

14.15-
14.30

15.00-
15.25

 SOS:

Team SOS: The Trail of 
Takitaki



/France, 1998, 26' 

/Director: M.Bruno 
Desraisses,Jean-Pierre Pettigrew

/Production: Les films de la
Perrine / France 2/ 

/contact: +33 (0) 1 56 03 90 30

,
SOS.
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When crisis strikes around the world,
here comes Team SOS. Floods or 
pollution, famine or earthquake, no
challenge is too great for 12 year old 
Nenuphar and Dazibao, his mischievous
monkey, as they travel the world with a
friendly team of emergency workers

bringing relief wherever mankind is in
peril. Hold on! Help and humour are at
hand! This time the team is ffinding the
source of the infected fish population.
To the dismay of the units, the local fish 
population and thus their staple food
has been poisoned by an unidentifiable
pollutant. Nenuphar discovers the cause
of the pollution while saving the life of
an old woman.

15.25-
15.55

:

Last hope: Environmental 
clinic

/Germany, 2000, 29' 

/Director: Sigrid Faltin, Peter
Ohlendorf

/Production: Green Pepper 
/contact: +49 761 40 8440

Sigipepp@aol.com
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Four-year old Christian suffers from
neurodermitis. The daily application of
creams to his skin is absolute torture for
him. Up to now? No one has been able
to help him. His last hope is the
"Spezialklinik" in Bavarian forest. The
film documents how Christian and two
other female patients are treated. Are

doctors going to be able to treat tree 
patients without using cortisone and
radiation therapy?

15.55-
16.05

Best in Beef 
/The Netherlands, 1999, 10' 

/Director:Rob Smits, Britta
Hosman

/Production: Martine
Moonen

/contact: + 31 35 6712 301 

Marmoo@vpro.nl

,

,
-
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Although today, more and more Dutch
people are switching to biological meat
or becoming vegetarians, the meat
production in Holland is relatively high.



In this small slaughterhouse 80 cows
per hour are killed and completely
stripped for consumption. The film
shows the daily routine in this
slaughterhouse.

( )
The Miraculous Poison

/Denmark, 2000, 58' 

/Director: Jakob Gottschav 
/Production: Express-TV-

Production
/contact: + 45 20 662 662
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16.35-
17.30

When DDT was developed 60 years
ago, it was seen as a blessing. DDT 
would save mankind from diseases and
starvation, and the scientist who
discovered DDT received the Nobel
Prize in medicine in 1948. Today DDT
is probably the most unpopular
chemical in the world. It has damaged
the environment and wildlife around the
globe, and it is suspected to injure the
human and the unborn child on its most
fundamental reproductive level. 
Like no other chemical, DDT has
proved to the world that progress comes
at a price. The chemicals we release
into the environment do not disappear.
On the contrary, they can harm us for 
years to come. "The Miraculous
Poison" is a journey back in history,
from blessing to curse

/Saturday
15.09.2001

09.40-
10.00



Recollections of 
Uglerodika

/Russia, 1999, 20'

/Director: Svetlana Krupenko 
/Production: Lennauchfilm 

/contact: + 7 812 567 12 85 

,

.

The viewer discovers the origin of
treasures of the soil and their properties,
how does man uses them together with
Uglerodik - a small peace of carbon.

 - 

Power of the Sun - 
Biomass as a Source of 
Energy

/Germany, 1999, 45' 

/Director: Carl-A. Fechner 
/Production: Focus-Film

GmbH
/contact: + 49 7462 6148

focus-film@compuserve.com
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10.00-
10.45

Carl-A. Fechner and his team are 
showing us with their europewide sight
in nine examples the huge opportunities
in the future of using biomass. For
example in the Swedish Vaxjo, where
the entire warmth for the city is
produced out of woodtrash. Power out
of the sun - filmed in five countries - is: 
travelling in a new world: the industrial
using of renewable energies. A tv-
documantary produced with huge
efforts, and which opens your eyes, and 
awakes in you, the desire to use these



huge energetic resources in a
sustainable way.

Allocation

/The Netherlands, 1999, 14' 

/Director: Jos Neutgens 
/Production:  Arena Films

/contact: 31 76 521 93 24 

.
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The film abstracts the brown coal
mining activities, by focusing on the
displacement of enormous amounts of
soil. Rather than showing the human
activities and technical resources that
course gigantic transformation of the

landscape, the film concentrates on the
soil itself. Stylised images resembling
abstract paintings and quiet artificial
surreal landscapes are contrasted with
energetic movements and the
aggressive digging process.

10.45-
11.00

11.00-
11.45

The Climate Forum 

/France, 1999, 52' 

/Director: Patrick Benquet
/Production: Zeaux 

Productions
/contact: +331 42 46 94 94 
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The second part of "Storm clouds are
gathering" will take a look at some of
the energy solutions of the future for, if 
it is true that man is threatening the
Earth, he can also be part of the
solution.

12.15-
12.25

Stations



/Germany, 1999, 6' 

/Director: C. Sawader-Meyer
/Production: C. Sawader-

Meyer
/contact: +49 5702 8300

Contact@wired-illusions.de

. ,
,

,
.

The odyssey of life. On the long way
through a monotonous, hardly fertile 
world with its misleading influences.
Loosing yourself.

Kulibin from Paris

/Russia 2001, 12' 

/Director: Elena Kartseva 
/Production: NTV 

/contact:+7 095 728 96 93 
Sreda@ntv.ru

,
.

-
.

The film presents a genius inventor who
lives in the suburbs of Paris. The
promotion of alternative energy sources
is the main sense of his life. 

12.40-
13.00

The Effect of Acidification

/The Netherlands, 1999, 20' 

/Director:

/Production: Ministry of 
Housing, Spatial Planning and the
Environment

/contact:

,
,
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12.25-
12.40



Acidification has significant negative
effects on human health, nature, and
biodiversity, and causes damage to
agricultural crops and cultural
materials. Four chemical groups are the
culprits: sulphur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, ammonia, and volatile organic
compounds. High concentrations of
these chemicals lead to acidification, 
eutrophication and ozone at ground
level. In this video, five investigators
demonstrate how acidification has
affected forests, fens, and grasslands in 
the Netherlands.

:

Forbidden
Wilderness:The Lost 
Wonder of Open-Cast 

Mining

/Germany, 1999, 43' 

/Director: Siegfried Bergmann,
Heiderose Hasler

/Production: ORB
/contact: + 49 331 731 3720 

b.wauer@orb.de

The film is dedicated to developing
wonders of nature in a former area of 
open-cast mining in East Germany.
During a short period of time, nature
has inhabited the overburden dumps
with a variety of species that had been
disappeared for a long time.

.

,
.13.00-

13.45

14.45-
14.50

Breathless



/India , 1998, 3' 

/Director: Sanjay Sahare
/Production: Film Division, 

Govt.of India 
/contact: + 91 22 386 14 61 65 

Admnfd@bom7.vsnl.in

,

.

.
.

.

As we move from virgin lush and
village slowly we traced the human
hand destroying the landscape. As we
approach city the entrie green has
turned into smoky dusty habitate. Here 
is impossible even to breath. A
Breathless land.

 - 

The substance for the future - 
energy from hydrogene 

/Germany, 2000, 45' 

/Director: Carl-A. Fechner, 
Martin Pehnt

/Production: Focus-Film
GmbH

/contact: + 49 7462 6148
focus-film@compuserve.com
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14.50-
15.35

What is about the myth of Hydrogene?
The film shows the future of energy
production, transport and manufacture



based on the hydrogene energy. At the
same time they present us protagonists
and critical oppositions of the energy
revolution with hydrogene.
In Iceland, the ,,kuwait of the north",
where the agricultirist Eggerson plans
to manage his whole farm with a self-
supporting hydrogene energy
management, and in Oberfranken in
Germany makes the inventor Zeitler a 
lots of experiments for the engines,
which run with hydrogene.
All of this would not be possible
without the richness and the power of
the sun: hydrogene is only clean energy
if it is produced with regenerative
energies.

Chemical under the Sun

/Denmark, 2001, 29' 

/Director:Soren Lindbjerg
/Production: DR TV 

/contact: + 45 3520 3917

Sul@dr.dk

15.35-

16.05
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The province or Aimcriy in Southern
Spain where hundreds of thousands of 
square metres of plastic greenhouses
stretching as far as the eye can see. 
Beneath the plastic fruit and vegetables
are cultivated for northern European
consumers. The special climate allows 
cultivation all year round, and the
warmth, pesticides and artificial 
fertiliser have combined to form a vast
industry subsidised by the EU. 
But along with the profits come
problems, with empty pesticide
containers and discarded plastic
tittering the area. And the intense use of
pesticides means that over 60 percent of
Spanish produce contain pesticide. The
authorities do perform spot checks, but
they only test for a few of the many
chemicals used in Spain, and Spanish
environmentalists are up against it when
they try to combat an industry that has 
drawn practically everyone in the area
into its sphere of influence. Too many
jobs and too much money are at stake in
this EU-subsidised industrial fairytale 
for anybody to change the situation.

Let me live

/India , 1999, 4,5'

/Director: Shaila Paralkar
/Production: Film Division, 

Govt.of India 
/contact: + 91 22 386 14 61 65 

Admnfd@bom7.vsnl.in
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Mother Earth is the only one we have.
Her destruction will be our destruction.
Zero the nuclear weapons. 

16.40-

17.25

Gold Accident

/Kyrgizstan 2000, 47'

/Director: Samir Eraliev
/Production: Interbilim

/contact: (0996-312) 66-04-

25, 66-05-16

Ccpub@infotel.kg

16.35-
16.40
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An environmental disaster has
happened in May 1998 at the bank of
one of the most beautiful lakes in
Kyrgizstan in Central Asia - Issyk-Kul.
The track with 20 tons of cyanide
overturned to the river Barskon and
poisoned the river, the lake and people.

!
Save and deliver!

/ Uzbekistan, 2001, 18' 

/Director: Abdulais Makhmudov
/Production: Internews-

Uzbekistan
/contact: + 99871 1524044

umida@internews.uz
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/Sunday
16.09.2001

09.40-
09.50

17.25-
17.40

Primavera

/Estonia, 9', 1998

/Director: Hardi Volmer and 
Riho Unt 

/Production: NUKUFILM
OY

/contact:372 6604040
Nukufilm@online.ee
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Pimavera is a family film which tries 
with the help of stylised images to
visually depict the great variety existing
in nature, the food chain and variations
in the reproduction of different living
organisms.
This is a love story in which the motifs
of the "Ugly Duckling" fairy tale can be
discerned. The entire film is seen 
through the eyes of a butterfly larva.

Tommy and the Wildcat

/Finland, 1998, 95' 

/Director: Raimo O. Niemi, Ville 
Suhonen

/Production: Wildcat
Production Ltd 

/contact: +358 9 681 11 40 
Salli.hirvonen@filmikonttori.com
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09.50-
11.25

A family adventure about childhood,
friendship, nature and survival. This
film tells the story of Tommy, who
moves with his dad to Finnish Lapland.
In their village, situated near the most
northern wildlife park in the world,
Dad’s job is to ascertain whether Leevi,
a wildcat raised in captivity, can be
returned to the wild. As friendship
blossoms between Tommy and Leevi,
the wildlife park decides to sell the
animal to a zoo abroad. Tommy frees 
his friend, but the wildcat has a hard
time coping in the wild.

11.25-
12.20



:

Baltic secrets: The 
Invincible Wolf 

/ UK, 2001, 52'

/Director: Nick Upton 
/Production: Green

Umbrella Ltd 
/contact:+ 44 117 97 31 729 

Nicku@umbrella.co.uk
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Despite centuries of persecution across
Europe, the wolf survived in remote
areas, especially in the east. Due mainly
to hunting its number aactuate from
year to year in Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania. How it fares in the future
depends critically on whether the
superstitions fear that surrounds it can 
be replaced with a better understanding
of how it really lives.

12.50-
13.05

Rescuing Animals 
Around the World 

/ UK, 2000, 12'

/Director: Nick Jenkins 
/Production: IFAW

/contact:+ +7 095 933 34 11 
Ifaw@asvt.ru

,
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,
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 (IFAW)
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The Cook-A-Doodle-Doo 
Farm

/Brazil, 1998, 45' 

/Director: Arcangelo Mello
Junior, Eliana Andrade

/Production: TV
Cultura/Sao Paulo Casa da
Producao

/contact: +55 11 3874.3011
teresa@tvcultura.com.br
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13.05-
13.35 The Cook-a-doodl-doo farm is living

dreadful days. No rains, the creek is 
drying and the old well is out of work.
The vegetable garden is in very bad
shape. Julio and his friends meet to
discuss what to do and who could help.
Save water, fetch water at the creek
without spills, find a specialist to repair
the old well, everyone has a say in
finding solution. Tuta, the armadillo
should be called in to see about the
well. Meanwhile, Dito and Feito two
clumsy villains, don't care about the
drought and are looking for fresh water
to have fun, ruining the efforts of
Julio's friends to save it. At the end, the
well is repaired, the plants are saved
and they are blessed by the rain.

13.35-
14.30

:

Baltic secrets: Return of 
the Beaver

/ UK, 2001, 52'

/Director: Nick Upton 
/Production: Green

Umbrella Ltd 



/contact:+ 44 117 97 31 729 
Nicku@umbrella.co.uk
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The eurasian beaver has made a
remarkable recovery from near-
extinction in the last 10 years in
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. By
felling trees and flooding land, it creates 
problems for some farmers, but it also
hugely benefits many other forms of 

wildlife and improves the land for
people too in many ways


